Abstract.-Thermal conductivity measurements have been carried out on a Pb -21 at.% In alloy in the mixed state, both with a temperature gradient parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic induction, The results are compared with calculations by Watts -Tobin and Imai.
For dirty type II superconductors transport coefficients can be calculated, using a formalism as described by Pesch, Watts -Tobin and Kramer (PWTK) /l/. In this way they determined the electronic contribution to the thermal conductivity throughout the whole mixed state regime. Both cases of a temperature gradient parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic induction have been studied, by PWTK /]/ and Imai(and Watts -Tobin 111, respectively. If the mean free path of the electrons X. for inelastic ep scattering by phonons is much larger than the scale of the mixed state structure, the electronic conductivity appeared to be anisotropic.
We have measured the thermal conductivity of a cylindrical Pb -21 at.% In sample in both situations at several temperatures, Some relevant parameters for this alloy are K = 3.8 ±0.1, the dirtparameter a = 0.882 ? 0 /A = 17, T = 6.90 K and
In this paper we use the subscripts "e" and "p" to denote the electronic and phonon contributions, // and _L refer to the parallel and perpendicular situations. The superscripts "s" and "n" are used for quantities in the Meissner and normal states, respectively. For the thermal conductivity measurements a conventional stationary flow method was used /3/.
The normal and Meissner state conductivities were measured between 1.1 K and 9 K. We separated Ik,51 the electron and phonon contributions, using the residual resistivity p , the Wiedemann-Franz law 
141.
Before we compare our results with the theotical ones for K = 4, we note : i) As X is of the same order as X , and for the P e' lower B values even much larger, it appeared to be difficult to separate these two contributions in the mixed state. Therefore we concentrated on the diffe- C2 ii) For lower B values a large peak shows up, which is not predicted by the theory. Its magnitude is too large compared to h (B)/A~~ to be due to a deviation from the theory. We think it rather indicates an anisotropy of the phonon conductivity up to 10 % of X S. P A rigorous calculation which should take into account the detailed structure of the vortex lattice, could perhaps give a more quantitative answer to this problem. However, as the above qualitative arguments support the idea that the superimposed peak can be attributed to the phonons, we may conclude that our measurements are in reasonable agreement with the theoretical predictions for the anisotropy in the electronic conductivity.
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